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‘’Since renting our studio at
Exchange Place we have established
our business which is growing
steadily. We grew up in South
Yorkshire but studied in London and
Berlin. We were attracted to
Exchange Place Studios because of
reasonable rents, a strong community
and being part of an interesting phase
in the city's development. We're proud
of what we've achieved since joining.
The support from the Artspace staff
and fellow studio holders has been a
massive help to us in terms of business
and creative development.’’ CW

Image; Exchange Place Studios during the
refurbishment July 2018
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Introduction
Established in 1977, Yorkshire Artspace Society's aim is to be a centre of excellence for the
support of artists and makers by providing good quality affordable studio space, tailored
professional development programmes for artists at all career stages and raising the profile of
artists and their practices locally, nationally and internationally. The Society is run by a Board of
6 Directors and 7 members of staff.
Our membership is made up of a wide variety of artists and makers and over 170 members
currently have studios at Yorkshire Artspace’s 3 premises; opened in 2001 Persistence Works
is our flagship studio complex, purpose-built, architecture award winning and bang in the heart
of the city; Exchange Place Studios is our pioneering new studio building in the heart of the
city’s historic and evolving Castlegate; Manor Oaks Studios is our neighbourhood studio,
opened in 2009 on a historic, urban agricultural site with partner Green Estate.
Our studio selection process is based on our artistic policy which demands that studio holders are
'in active production of their own creative art or craft work for a significant
proportion of their time'. This ensures that the valuable, and publicly funded, resource that
we offer supports professional artists moving towards full time commitment to their practice. The
support that we offer to studio holders through our programme helps them on this journey to
excellence. By providing artists with workspace and professional development support we actively
enable their engagement with audiences on a massive scale.
Our Programme is wide-ranging, encompassing professional development for artists and
makers as well as a wide range of activities that offer inspiring and meaningful opportunities to
the public to engage with creativity, focussing on the neighbourhoods known to have low take up
of the city's cultural offer. Public access to the studios and artistic product is enabled through the
annual Open Studios event in November and a dynamic exhibition programme.
There is lots of information about Yorkshire Artspace the organisation, our studios, our
programmes and our artists at www.artspace.org.uk
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Foreword 2017/18
I said in closing my foreword in last year’s annual report that “The next year promises to be
another important and exciting one”. That has very much proved to be the case. Firstly, we have
had the developments at Exchange Place Studios. Earlier this year we secured a long lease from
Sheffield City Council and received planning permission, so work was able to start on the
improvement project in April. As I write this, the building is covered in scaffolding, the
replacement of the windows is in progress, the roof is being repaired and the faience façade is
being cleaned.
I am pleased to report that the project is on time and on budget, and we look forward to all the
work being completed before Open Studios in November. Then we will have an iconic building
restored to its former glory and fit for purpose for today’s artists. Exchange Place Studios is the
cultural pioneer of the regeneration of the Castlegate area and Yorkshire Artspace has a key role
to play. The Castlegate Partnership, of which Kate Dore is a member, is gaining traction and we
are already seeing tangible progress with the redevelopment of the old Co-op Castle House,
boosted by the recent announcement that the British Games Institute and National Games Arcade
will be moving there. In addition, there is the Sheffield City Council “Grey to Green” initiative
which will see the public realm of the area transformed.
Regeneration is also happening around our Persistence Works in the Cultural Industries Quarter,
an area of Sheffield that we made our home in the 1980s, again as cultural pioneers. Yorkshire
Artspace is a partner in this City of Ideas programme which aims to make creativity more visible
on the streets. And, after many years, we are now seeing a real difference to this part of the city.
Site Gallery is reopening in September after an extensive redevelopment; cafes and bars are
opening; and businesses are relocating to refurbished historic buildings.
This year also saw the launch of our two-year Ways of Making exhibition programme in the gallery
of Persistence Works. This project, supported by Sheffield Culture Consortium’s Making Ways
programme, saw three diverse exhibitions which helped us to engage with new audiences. The
Culture Consortium really demonstrates partnership working at its best. Yorkshire Artspace is a
key member of the Consortium. Kate was its chair in 2016/17 and led on the development of the
Sheffield Culture plan which was published at the end of 2017.
We continue to have strong relationships with a variety of other partners including Museums
Sheffield, Sheffield Assay Office, South Yorkshire Housing Association, the University of Sheffield
and Sheffield Hallam University. We receive ongoing support from the Arts Council and Sheffield
City Council, both of whom have been instrumental in securing the future of Exchange Place
Studios. I would like to take this opportunity to thank them together with the local trusts and
foundations who have also supported the capital project.
Finally, I would like to thank Kate and her team for their continued drive and dedication to ensure
that Yorkshire Artspace remains the exemplar of a centre of excellence to support artists and
makers.
Neil MacDonald
Chair, Yorkshire Artspace Society, 2017-19
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1/Our Organisation
Yorkshire Artspace Society is a registered charity and a company limited by guarantee.
The Society is owned by its members, governed by a board of 6 directors and managed by a staff
team of 7 (around 5 full time equivalent). We have around 170 studio holders in 3 studio
complexes, of which 1 is rented and two owned by the Society on long leases.

Our Board in 2017/18
We operate a rolling chair programme designed to invigorate an already highly skilled board and
encourage more buy-in to our fundraising, sponsorship and profile-raising ambitions. The
programme offers individual board members a time-limited period to invest more time in
delivering their own manifesto, reflecting their skills, experience and passions.
For the period of this report our chair was Neil MacDonald a past Master Cutler well networked
within local and regional manufacturing as well as being on several other key city organisations'
boards. Other board members were Dorrien Peters, partner at law firm Irwin Mitchell (vice
chair), Paul Houghton partner at Grant Thornton, Surriya Falconer of Falconer Associates
a Sheffield-based PR & Communications company that represents both public and private sector
organisations, Tom Tobia a creative entrepreneur and founder of Makerversity, with campuses
at Somerset House, London and Amsterdam, and Professor Sally Wade, director of the
Sheffield Institute of Arts at Sheffield Hallam University.

Our Staff in 2017/18
Our small staff team has over 83 years of continual employment representing an incredible body
of experience and skills that is drawn on by the organisation and by the visual arts community
nationally. We are seen as national exemplars in the fields of studio development/management,
artists' professional development and community engagement. By drawing on this knowledge,
continually improving systems and forging strategic partnerships we have been able to expand
both our studio portfolio and our programme over the last 16 years without significantly
increasing our staff costs.
Our Director, Kate Dore, has overseen the development of Yorkshire Artspace since 1994
expanding both our studio portfolio - from 1 building to three - and our programme to encompass
all sites and new audiences in the neighbourhoods. Kate is supported by all the board members
and fellow members of the Sheffield Culture Consortium.
Operations Manager Stuart Wright comes from an accountancy background and oversees
both the finances of the organisation and the efficient running of our premises. Over the last 15
years Stuart has set in place systems that enable us to manage an increasing number of studios
without significantly increasing overheads, leading to a steady increase in our earned income.
Stuart works closely with Kate on budgeting and the viability and delivery of new studio buildings.
Stuart is supported by board member Paul Houghton, partner at one of the UK's leading
accountancy firms.
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Programme Manager Rachael Dodd develops and delivers our programme across all three
studio sites and beyond. At the heart of all our programming is the support we offer to artists and
makers to develop their practice. As part of the crafting of the programme we ensure we offer a
wide variety of opportunities for the public to engage with artists and makers. Rachael has 19
years’ experience of developing education and outreach programmes for Yorkshire Artspace.
Rachael is supported by Kate on programme development, Jane on programme delivery, by Stuart
on forecasting and by various board members.
The whole team is supported by our administrators
Anita Lloyd and Jane Elliott. Anita provides financial and
systems support and helps nurture the creative
community at Yorkshire Artspace through social events
and studio tours for prospective newcomers as well as
managing the selection process for studio holders. Jane
supports
programme
activity
and
leads
on
communications for the organisation.

Becky Heath joined us in September 2015 as our Creative
Apprentice and is now a fully-fledged staff member
assisting with digital marketing and front of house at
Exchange Place Studios. We have a new Creative
Apprentice, Penny Ashmore, studying business
administration and offering front of house services at
Persistence Works.
Photos by Mark Howe
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Our Studios in 2017/18
We are proud that the Arts Council calls us 'one of the leading artist studio spaces in
Europe'. The work space that we provide is affordable, accessible, well managed, warm, safe and
secure. Opened in 2001 Persistence Works is our flagship studio complex, purpose-built,
architecture-award-winning and bang in the heart of the city. Manor Oaks Studios is our
neighbourhood studio, opened in 2009 on a historic, urban agricultural site with partner Green
Estate. During 2017/18 we continued to operate with 100% occupancy of our studio spaces.

Image; Persistence Works Atrium

Exchange Place Studios, launched summer 2013 in the fast changing Castlegate area of
Sheffield, is our latest thriving community of artists and craftspeople with regular exhibitions and
events. In March 2017 we submitted a small capital application to Arts Council England
for funding to buy a long lease on Exchange Place Studios and replace the roof and windows to
save energy. Owners Sheffield City Council supported the application by agreeing an undervalue
on the property. In July 2017 we were delighted that our applications to Arts Council England for
NPO Funding 2018-22 and the small capital grants programme were both successful. This
enables us to plan our programming for the next five years and secure earned income for the longterm by buying Exchange Place Studios and making improvements to reduce ongoing
maintenance and energy costs. Start on site was planned for early 2018 with completion by the
end of the year.
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Strategic Development in 2017/18
We develop a new business plan every 5 years and update it annually. As a small organisation,
we find that a major consultation with artists and stakeholders every 5 years is manageable and
has a direct impact on the business plan development. In between, we evaluate our programme
annually and feed this in to an Audience Development Plan. Progress against the Business Plan
is reported on quarterly at our open Board meetings and annually in our Annual Report.
A final draft of the new business plan 2018-22, based on the findings of 8 cross-organisation
working lunches and a major strategic planning meeting using PEST and SWOT analyses, was
presented to, and well received by, the AGM in October 2017.

Advocacy and Partnerships in 2017/18
We are an enabling organisation, actively working with partners to increase audiences for, and
advocate on behalf of, arts and culture.
In 2017/18 we founded a new partnership with Sheffield Institute of Arts at Sheffield Hallam
university enabling them to temporarily move their exhibition programme to Persistence Works.
We continue to enjoy a strong relationship with Museums Sheffield: Millennium Gallery
with a space for our makers in the retail area, the Precious Little Gems showcase celebrating the
work commissioned from our Starter Studio Programme silversmiths by Sheffield Assay Office
and Museums Sheffield, and a new showcase for our All Fired Up ceramic commissions from our
Starter Studio in partnership with South Yorkshire Housing Association. The partnership
ensures the work of our starter studio participants is exposed to a much wider audience – 580,998
this year!
As a member of Sheffield Culture Consortium, we work hard to deliver a citywide cultural
strategy which takes a coherent approach to the city's cultural offer and audience reach. Since its
inception, the Consortium has raised more than £2m for additional cultural activity in the city
resulting in a stronger, more vibrant and joined-up cultural offer. The Consortium’s main
achievements this year included; support for festivals and marketing the city’s cultural offer
through a second Cultural Destinations programme; Making Ways, an ambitious three-year
Arts Council Ambition for Excellence project that is demonstrating, celebrating and developing
exceptional contemporary visual art produced in Sheffield; the development of a Sheffield
Culture Plan launched at our Open Studios in November 2017. Our Director invests a great deal
of time and energy in this exemplar of partnership working and was Chair of the consortium
from October 2016 to September 2017, leading on the development of the Sheffield Culture Plan.
Our Programme Manager was Chair of the Consortium’s SNAP network for cultural providers in
2017/18, working with children and young people, to enrich the range and quality of cultural
provision for young people in Sheffield.
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We play an active role in the regeneration of the Castlegate area of Sheffield, home of Exchange
Place Studios. Since February 2016, our Director has been a member of the Castlegate
Partnership made up of both universities, the local authority, local businesses and not for profit
groups actively supporting Castlegate’s regeneration through culture, heritage, commerce and the
built environment, and also acted as client for the People’s Pier, a Sheffield School of Architecture
Live Project to design a viewing platform over the castle’s archaeological site (planning permission
since secured).
We are also a partner in the City of Ideas urban realm project, another Arts Council Ambition
for Excellence scheme, connecting to the multi-million-pound investment in Sheffield City
Council’s Knowledge Gateway Project – an urban regeneration project within the Cultural
Industries Quarter that includes millions of pounds of investment in public realm and capital
projects in the area.

Our Commitment to Diversity in 2017/18
Our Equality Action Plan is updated annually in October and approved by the Board. Data
shows progress in receiving applications for studio space from an increasingly diverse group
of artists, largely attributed to the development of Exchange Place Studios, close to large inner
city residential communities. Data from applications for programme opportunities also shows
progress in reaching a diverse cohort of artists and makers. We are proud that all our studios
and public spaces are accessible.
The Exchange Place Studios capital project will offer out of hours wheelchair access to the
studios.
The majority of our programming in 2017/18 directly targeted participants with diverse needs
including; art week with Manor Lodge primary school, in an area that is in the most deprived 10%
in the country; All Fired Up commissions in partnership with SYHA clients; and community
allotments through two of our Ways of Making exhibitions.
Audience postcode research at Open Studios in November 2017 showed that visitors came
from across the city and beyond, and most visitors were invited by studio holders. By extending
the diversity of the studio holders, we extend the diversity of the audience.
As a member of the Sheffield Culture Consortium we share good practice around diversity
and extend the sharing opportunities to other arts and cultural organisations.
We now have staff members in their teens, 20s, 30s, 40s and 50s (6 female, 1 male). All staff
members would describe themselves as British/ European. One staff member is partially sighted.
As part of our annual Board review we reflect on the overall role of the Board and the skills and
experience we need as an evolving organisation.
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Our Responsibility for the Environment in 2017/18
We recognise that by reducing the negative environmental impacts of our own activities we can
not only contribute to the preservation of our environment but also reduce our spending, allowing
us to make the most of our funding and keep studio rents as low as possible for the benefit of our
artists.
We are committed to understanding, measuring, improving and communicating our
environmental performance and engaging staff, studio holders and Board members in this
process. Our key achievement in 2017/18 were;
• identifying and implementing actions to reduce energy use - the successful small capital
application to buy and refurbish Exchange Place Studios includes new windows and a new roof to
cut down on heat loss, and at Persistence Works we continued to work through a schedule of
changes to the external lighting system to produce energy savings
• identifying and implementing actions to reduce waste and increase recycling at
Persistence Works and Exchange Place Studios
• reducing the impacts of business travel and commuting wherever possible (in 2017/18 3
out of 7 staff members regularly walked or cycled to work and the other 4 used public transport,
and the majority of staff training has been delivered through webinars and on-line tutorials)
Our Environmental Policy is supported by an
Environmental Action Plan Checklist which is
informed by our environmental monitoring and
measurement. Once a month we revisit our
Environmental Action Plan Checklist as a staff
team. We report on progress at quarterly Board
meetings and in our Annual Report. The policy
is reviewed by our Board on a bi-annual basis.

Image; new LED lighting at Persistence Works
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2/ Our Programme
Supporting the Creative Community in 2017/18
Through our programme, we are committed to providing opportunities for artists to extend their
practice and develop their learning. We offer professional development across career stages,
with particular support for emerging artists. As well as professional development programmes
we offer spaces where studio holders can develop their own initiatives to show and sell work and
to run classes and workshops.

Starter Studio Programmes
To foster new talent and support early career artists, Yorkshire Artspace runs two Starter Studio
Programmes: one for Silversmiths and Jewellers and one for Ceramicists. Designed to help
ambitious and entrepreneurial artists at an early career stage to develop their skills and creative
enterprises in a supportive environment, the programmes offer access to shared workspace and
equipment, technical and mentor support, business advice and commission and exhibition
opportunities.
Running since 2001 with over 34 beneficiaries, the Starter Studio Programme for
Silversmiths and Jewellers saw four makers recruited onto the programme in 2017/18 Aiofe White, Daisy Lee-Overton, Suzanne Berry, and Francisca Onumah. They joined
second years Giles Kozdon and Josephine Gomersall who were eligible to apply for the
Precious Little Gems commissions.
Since 2004, the Sheffield Assay Office has generously supported commissioned work from
participants in our Starter Studio Programme for Silversmiths and Jewellers. The work produced
each year is held between the collections of Museums Sheffield: Metalwork Gallery and the
Sheffield Assay Office and shown to the public at both venues.

Images; Precious Little Gems Commissions by Josephine Gomersall and Giles Kozdon
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We established the Starter Studio Programme for Ceramicists at Manor Oaks Studios in
2010 and we have supported 14 ceramicists to date. In 2017/18 we recruited two makers on to
the programme; Rebecca Brown and Matt Calder joined second years Sophie Lester and
Bethany Stafford.
2017/18 was first year of our partnership with South Yorkshire Housing Association,
Museums Sheffield and Potclays Limited to offer the ‘All Fired Up' commission to our
ceramic starter studio holders. The integral engagement sessions provided opportunities for
SYHA clients to become involved in the design and making process of the new artworks. They
also provided a valuable opportunity for the commissioned makers to gain experience of planning,
managing and delivering engagement activity, an element now often included in commission
briefs.
Hannah Staniforth created a pair of wheel-thrown commemorative platters inspired by the
cherished memories of residents of the White Willows assisted living care home “that celebrate
and give permanence to the joys and sadnesses of a life gone by.”

Image; All Fired Up Ceramic Commission, Hannah Staniforth co-creating with a White Willows resident
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Meghan Downes worked at the 911 Project - a supported
living environment for people with complex mental
health needs often dealing with addiction/substance
dependence - encouraging them to work in clay and
contribute to the ideas for the final piece.
“I wanted to find out what they value in life through
drawing and clay activities, focusing on positive
memories. The most prominent themes were family and
nature, depicted in various ways. The ceramic pieces
made during the workshops have been included in this
commission, a wall piece that will reside at 911 project
for all to enjoy.”
Image; All Fired Up Ceramic Commission, Meghan Downes cocreating with a 911 resident

Starting Out, artists’ professional development programme
Starting Out has been delivered by us each year for over 15 years, providing information about
starting, developing and sustaining a creative arts practice.
In 2017/18, Starting Out was delivered through a mix of in-house face to face sessions at
Persistence Works, and 6 bursaries to enable Starter Studio participants and other Yorkshire
Artspace studio holders to attend on-line training delivered through The Design Trust (we
anticipated a plateau in take-up of bursaries in 2017/18 as most studio holders who wanted to do
them had done so in the previous 2 years). Yorkshire Artspace has worked in partnership with
Patricia van den Akker, Director of The Design Trust over many years. She has developed a
comprehensive programme of online training courses which help artists, makers and designers to
start, run and grow their own business with the flexibility to learn from home or studio via an
easy-to-use online training platform.
We also offered sessions attended by 48 studio holders on How to Approach Galleries led by
Ed Chadwick of Snug Gallery in Hebden Bridge, Developing a Crowdfunding Campaign by
studio holder Victoria Dawes and Selling Online by Camilla Westergaard of Folksy Sheffield.
Training Bursary beneficiary “The online courses offered by The Design Trust were of real
benefit to me in a year when I was seeking to push my creative business forward. I had a
number of ideas that I wanted to pursue; these courses and advice of Patricia Van Den Akker
helped me to focus on the most viable of these.”
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Ways of Making, a new artists’ professional development
programme helping us to reaching new audiences in 2017/18
Through our programme we are committed to providing a wide range of opportunities for
audiences to engage with the work of artists and makers in meaningful ways. We aim to work in
partnership to reach new audiences and develop and expand the public offer that we make.
In 2017/18 we launched our new two-year Ways of Making exhibition programme in the gallery
at Persistence Works, supported by the Sheffield Culture Consortium’s Making Ways project. We
matched funding from Making Ways with what was previously our Microgrant fund (earned
income) enabling us to meet the a-n fair rate of pay for exhibiting artists. From 55 applications
we selected proposals that were strong in engaging/attracting new audiences - three Yorkshire
Artspace studio holders and three Sheffield-based visual artists/makers representing a mix of
contemporary art and craft.
First was Tracing Process by Roanna Wells who made a collaborative artwork in the gallery
during the six-week exhibition with 200 people of all ages taking part. Roanna is known for her
methodical and meditative working processes, often using stitching or tiny brush strokes that
build up to beautiful and dramatic textural pieces, and she used the gallery as a live working space
over the course of the show.
Artist quote ‘’ This opportunity came at exactly the right moment to push my work and ideas
in a new direction, and I gained so much out of the ‘experiment’. It was the first time I had tried
a piece that was publicly collaborative in this way and it opened my eyes to ways in which I
could connect with people through the medium of this simple mark making. I now have ideas of
more targeted and site-specific locations to take this as a more long term project, to access
different social groups, such as into a school or hospital.’’

Image; Roanna Wells creating Tracing Process
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Peter Griffiths took inspiration from the plants, flowers, fruit trees and even the weeds growing
in Parson Cross Community Gardens, Meersbrook Community Walled Garden and Sheffield
Botanical Gardens to create new prints for The Plant Room. He made links with community
gardens and held two workshops and a plant swap event which attracted new people into the
gallery.
Artist quote ‘’ The exhibition was interesting in that it gave me a chance to run a number of
events which I had to promote and manage. Looking at feedback from these has given me some
insight into how I might approach this in the future. Working with Alison Morton as mentor
was a useful experience. Having her comment on my ideas and her experience of managing
aspects of the exhibition was a great benefit to me.’’

Image; detail from one of The Plant Room prints by Peter Griffiths
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With artist and landscape designer Catherine Dee’s exhibition A Parliament of Trees we were
able to extend into the fields of design/landscape architecture and Catherine also made links with
community groups to plant out the work from the gallery. On show were her 'Arte Povera' stick
works and groves constructed with tiny living trees. As a world authority on landscape
architectural design Catherine was in residence in the gallery on certain days offering free public
advice on designing with trees. ‘Parliament’ refers not only to gallery visitor conversations and
debates concerning trees that may be prompted by the exhibition, but to a language of trees: how
they speak as groves, wildernesses and wood, sacred to every quarter.
Artist quote ‘’ The whole experience was exceptional rewarding and instructive. Undoubtedly
the focus and ambitions of my work… was significantly enhanced and propelled [through this
opportunity]. Responses from gallery visitors was overwhelmingly positive, rich, diverse,
informative and critical. As a result of such interest, discourse, and connections I have been able
to develop and lead new partnerships and projects in the public art of landscape design with
trees internationally and joining locally to Sheffield works.

Image; Catherine Dee and A Parliament of Trees, photo Helena Dolby

The exhibitions included a range of content and activities that helped us attract and engage with
new and diverse audiences. The three exhibitions in 2017/18 attracted 1,406 visitors, of which
333 were children and young people under 25. We had 17 workshop participants, 350+ in selfdirected gallery activity and 61 at talks.
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Other exhibitions and events at our studios in 2017/18
The offer of low cost/no cost spaces for our creative community to programme showed real
promise in this year with a lot of activity happening throughout the year.
At Exchange Place Studios we hosted the Open Up Sheffield Transitions exhibition, a solo
show by Heliya Badakhshan, Lizzie Peters’ Warriors, the Christmas pop up shop, a solo show by
Paul Dearden and a group show The Bridge curated by Henk Littlewood. Over 1,000 visitors
attended.
In 2017/18 we also rented exhibition space to Sheffield Hallam University’s Sheffield Institute
of Arts enabling them to temporarily relocate their exhibition programme to Persistence Works.

Open Studios
Our annual open studios weekend in November is our biggest public event and this year we had
another record number of visitors– 2,216! Audience research showed that visitors came from
across the city, and beyond with only 40% from post codes where take up of the cultural offer is
traditionally high. The majority of visitors found out about the event through the studio holders
so by extending the diversity of our studio holders, we extend the diversity of our audience.
Spread across three sites,
with
hot
and
cold
refreshments available at
each, over 150 artists opened
their doors and welcomed
people into their creative
spaces. To attract a wide
audience we offered free,
family friendly activities.
At
Exchange
Place
Studios you could weave
with wire with Claire Lee and
try Gelli printing with
Frances
Lewis.
At
Persistence
Works
Studios you could make
part of a giant wall-based drawing with Ellie Somerset or make a festive decoration with the
Silversmithing Starter Studio makers. At Manor Oaks Studios My Arty Party offered image
transfer crafts and making peg planes, you could have a go on a pottery wheel in the Starter Studio
with Matt Calder and try out different types of mono printing with Rebecca Brown. Manor Oaks
was open late again this year with a roaring fire, pole lathing, woodwork and plenty of festive
cheer.
Image; Open Studios 2017 at Persistence Works
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Getting out and about
In 2017/18 we had a presence at both the Earth & Fire and Sheffield Ceramics Fair to
showcase and promote our Starter Studio.
In 2017/18 we played an active role in the Making Ways Art in the Home event by securing
the four homes that showcased contemporary visual artwork to collectors and prospective
purchasers.
As a legacy of the 2016/17 School of Makers residency, 30 Y3 children at Manor Lodge primary
school took part in artist-led sessions with Sophie Lester in school plus a visit to Manor Oaks
Studios to meet the artists as part of their annual Art Week.

Image; Manor Lodge primary pupil in an Art Week ceramics workshop with Sophie Lester
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A commitment to artists’ professional development in education
Sheffield is one of the first wave of cities that is launching a Cultural Education Partnership (CEP).
This is part of an initiative by Arts Council England, led by CapeUK, to develop sustainable high
quality cultural education. The Sheffield CEP will work with schools, the local authority, voluntary
and community organisations, arts and cultural organisations, further and higher education,
music education hubs and funders to drive a joined-up local arts and cultural offer.
In 2016 our programme manager joined the Sheffield Cultural Education Partnership
(now Create Sheffield) working party looking at workforce development and training and is now
on the interim steering group whilst a formal governance structure is being worked out. This
remains a good fit with our organisational expertise and commitment to developing opportunities
that benefit our artists and the wider creative community in Sheffield. As well as supporting
Create Sheffield at strategic level, Yorkshire Artspace has contributed ideas, and aligned aspects
of our programme activity, to both of Create Sheffield’s key delivery frames; Sheffield Adventures
a list of creative/cultural things to do for children and young people in the city and City of Young
Makers celebrating and showcasing the work of CYP.
Our programme manager, as chair of SNAP, was involved in recruiting a freelancer to draft a
funding application to Paul Hamlyn Foundation for a SNAP live project focusing on artists’ work
with early years, supported by the Culture Consortium. The application is on hold while
accountable body issues are resolved.

Our digital audiences in 2017/18
We increased our digital audience substantially this year. Our new website continued to attract
more active users per quarter up from 1,354 in 2016/17 to 1,500 in 2017/18. The number of
visitors driven to the website from Facebook increased from 10% (2016/17) to 30% (2017/18) of
total traffic. Social media together (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter) generated 46% of website
visits.
Facebook followers increased by 27% from 1,573 in March 2017 to 2,000 in March 2018.
Similarly encouraging increases via Instagram, where an increase of both the quality and
quantity of our posts has achieved results with followers up from 816 to 2,219 between April 2017
and March 2018 – an increase of 270%. Twitter followers increased by 29% from 3,387 to 4,365.
After piloting video content in 2016/17 we made and shared 5 short films in 2017/18. On Facebook
alone these collectively gained 22,000 views with most popular video, of Samantha Bryan, gaining
4.9K views.

Looking forward to 2018/19
In April 2018 we signed a long lease on Exchange Place Studios! Huge thanks go to Arts Council
England for their support through a small capital grant and Sheffield City Council for their
willingness to work with us and for their in-kind support. Now the real work can start!
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3/Our Finances 2017/18
Our Business Model
Our business model is simple; earned rental income from the studios covers all the running
costs and the management of the premises (including building a contingency fund) and any
surplus we invest in programming. The surplus has increased with the number of studios available
at Exchange Place from £0 in 2011/12 to £23k in 2017/18 thanks to our ability, through good
management and sheer hard work, to manage twice as many studios with a small staff team. Our
hope is to purchase Exchange Place Studios from Sheffield City Council to secure the workplaces
of 80+ artists and retain this strong income generation.
Strategic Delivery Partnerships
We have developed a core professional development programme for artists, including open
studios, that we can fund through our earned income, and forge strategic delivery
partnerships for additional programme activity such as residencies, community engagement
and events. This enables us to build on learning and partnerships (not having to constantly
reinvent the programme for new potential funders), free-up staff time to focus on ensuring quality
of delivery, evaluation and dissemination (rather than constantly working on funding
applications) and, crucially, access new audiences through partners’ networks.
We are in our 5th successful year delivering activity with partners that include, to date,
Chatsworth, University of Sheffield, AHRC, Sheffield City Council, SYHA, High Sherriff of South
Yorkshire, Sheffield Culture Consortium, Sheffield Hallam University). Programme funding
has grown through these partnerships to an average of £38 p.a. Partnership income for 2018/19
is in place. We will only commit to partnership activity that we can manage with the existing staff
resource. The partnership income is not always indicative of the time commitment needed from
staff; for instance, the Culture Consortium’s new Making Ways programme will see us curating,
managing and marketing exhibitions at Persistence Works for the first time with no contribution
to overheads.
Funders, supporters and sponsors
We are very grateful for the relative stability that has been offered to our organisation by the Arts
Council England NPO funding that supports programme and development roles plus a small
amount of direct expenditure. We also enjoyed continued support from Sheffield Assay Office
who sponsor the Precious Little Gems commissions for our Starter Studio Silversmiths and Julie
MacDonald who has supported our relationship with Manor Lodge primary school for the
second year.
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YORKSHIRE ARTSPACE SOCIETY LIMITED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2018
UNRESTRICTED
FUNDS

RESTRICTED
FUNDS

2018
£

2018
£

TOTAL
FUNDS

TOTAL
FUNDS

2018
£

2017
£

26,000

26,000

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
INCOMING RESOURCES from
Donated Facilities
Charitable activities
Support & promotion of arts/crafts

327,444

93,719

421,163

401,186

TOTAL

353,444

93,719

447,163

427,186

EXPENDITURE ON
Charitable expenditure:
Support and promotion of arts and
Crafts

368,823

189,509

558,332

546,795

NET INCOME/(EXPENDITURE)

(15,379)

(95,790)

(111,169)

(119,609)

Total Funds brought forward

185,639

3,559,431

3,745,070

3,864,679

Total Funds carried forward

170,260

3,463,641

3,633,901

3,745,070

26,000

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS
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YORKSHIRE ARTSPACE SOCIETY LIMITED
BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2018

2018
£
FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets

2017
£

£

3,485,323

£

3,632,207

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand

CREDITORS:
Amounts falling due within one
Year

26,718
175,259
201,977

6,663
165,706
172,369

(53,399)

(59,506)

NET CURRENT ASSETS

148,578

112,863

CURRENT LIABILITIES

3,633,901

3,745,070

CAPITAL AND RESERVES
Unrestricted funds
Restricted funds

170,260
3,463,641

185,639
3559,431

3,633,901

3,745,070

TOTAL ASSETS LESS

Yorkshire Artspace Society Limited
Persistence Works, 21 Brown Street, Sheffield, S1 2BS
0114 276 1769

info@artspace.org.uk

Registered Charity No. 1049370 Company Registration No. 303 4923
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